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with our new edition of the DAAD Jakarta Newsletter we
would like to keep you informed about the activities of our

Picturing Memorable

office in 2017. We sincerely hope you enjoy the
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information and as always, we are looking forward to your
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comments and suggestions.
Let me first introduce myself. My name is Thomas Zettler. I am the new director of DAAD’s
branch office in Jakarta since February 2018. Before I came to Jakarta, I worked for 15 years
in the DAAD’s head office in Bonn, mainly in the field of scholarships for students and
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scientists from abroad as well as for German students and scientists going abroad. During

the last few years in Bonn, I was heading a section in DAAD’s Transnational Education
(TNE) division, dealing with the establishment and development of a German-Turkish
university in Istanbul, Turkey. In the past I had the chance to visit Indonesia and the region of
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• Hochschule Offenburg
• Technische Universität
Kaiserslautern

• Jacobs University
Bremen

• Hochschule Bremen
• ESB Business School
Reutlingen

Southeast Asia several times, and now I am very pleased to be here for a longer period of
time. Together with our friends and partners from Indonesia and the region, I sincerely hope
to create new ideas towards improving the already-existing excellent ties between German
and Southeast Asian universities and developing our activities and programmes. Your input
is always welcome and we will be glad to meet you personally or communicate via e-mail or
telephone — be it for the exchange of information, ideas and opinions or for consultation on
study and research in Germany.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my predecessor, Dr. Irene Jansen, very much for
her huge contribution to DAAD’s work in the region. All the best to you, Irene, and “Sampai
bertemu lagi di Jakarta!”
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2017 - A Year to Remember
2017 has been a great year for the DAAD Jakarta. There were plenty of memorable moments and events, those which
we organized ourselves, and those organized by other institutions across the country.
Seven scientific seminars were carried out by our alumni and were
supported by the DAAD. The titles of these seminars are as follows:
•

May: 2017 Conference on Health Management in Post DisasterRecovery. “Strengthening Healthcare System Capacity to Disaster:
Towards a Sustainable Risk Reduction, Universitas Syiah Kuala, Aceh

•

July:

ASIAN

PGPR

International

Conference

for

Sustainable

Agriculture, Research Center for Biology, Indonesian Institute of
Sciences (LIPI), Bogor
•

August: The 2nd International Conference on Life Sciences &

The opening ceremony of CONMEDIA 2017,
organized by Universitas Multimedia Nusantara,
November 2017

Biotechnology (ICOLIB), Universitas Jember, Jember

•

September: International Workshop and Conference focused on Inter-Professional Health Education (IPHE),
Universitas Hasanuddin, Makasar

•

November: The 9th International Seminar of the Indonesian Society for Microbiology (ISISM 9), Universitas Sriwijaya, Palembang

•

November: Joint Conference: CONMEDIA 2017 4th International Conference on New Media and ICON-SONICS
2017 International Conference on smart cities. Automation and Intelligent Computing Systems, Universitas Multimedia Nusantara

•

November: 2017 International Conference on Broadband Communication, Wireless Sensors and Powering (BCWSP
2017), Universitas Mercu Buana, Jakarta

We also managed to hold three alumni meetings as follows:
•

May: We successfully held a seminar on Research Grants for Doctoral
Candidates in Germany followed by an alumni dinner as well as a little
farewell party for our former DAAD lecturer at Universitas Negeri
Yogyakarta, Ms Svenja Völkert.

•

August: One alumnus, Bapak Dr. Robert Bara, presented the cooperation project between Universitas Sam Ratulangi Manado and ZMT
Bremen, that he has been involved in.

•

October: Farewell and welcome party for the outgoing and incoming

director of the DAAD’s branch office in Jakarta

The former Indonesian President and DAAD
Alumnus, Eyang Prof. Habibie, giving a speech
during the farewell and welcome party for the
outgoing and incoming director of DAAD
Regional Office Jakarta, Oct 2017

DAAD Jakarta was also present at 29 education fairs, which were carried out by the following universities, schools and
other institutions: Ministry of Finance of Republic Indonesia, Wisma Jerman Surabaya, Goethe-Institut Jakarta, BINUS
school, IPB, SMA Kolese DeBritto Yogyakarta, ITS, SMA Kolese Gonzaga Jakarta, SMAN 1 Manado, Universitas Sam
Ratulangi Manado, Universitas Sultan Ageng Tirtayasa Serang, SMA Elyon Surabaya, Sekolah Pelita Bangsa Cirebon,
Goethe-Institut Bandung, SMA Kolese Kanisius Jakarta, Sekolah Pelita Harapan Karawaci, Sekolah Menengah CikalAmri Setu, SMA Santa Laurensia Serpong, European Higher Education Fair in Yogyakarta, Jakarta and Palembang,
Universitas Pattimura Ambon. The total number of visitors at these 29 events was 69.370.
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The DAAD Science talks have been held twice with different topics:
•

April: The DAAD lecturer at Fakultas Ilmu Budaya, Universitas
Indonesia, Dr. Marco Stahlhut, talked about A Secular Ethic for
Multicultural Societies? - Perspectives of a European Trained
Humanities Lecturer. The newly-selected scholars of the DAAD
Annual Scholarship programme were invited as special guests
and received their scholarship awards. The event took place at
the Goethe-Institut Jakarta

•

December: Our DAAD alumnus and dean of Fakultas Ilmu Administrasi, Universitas Indonesia, Prof. Eko Prasojo, was invited
as the speaker of our second DAAD Science talk. He delivered
his presentation on Peta politik dan dinamika kampanye

Prof. Eko Prasojo during his presentation at
DAAD Science talks, Dec 2017

pemilihan umum Jerman 2017. Perbandingan peran dan fungsi
partai-partai di Jerman dan di Indonesia in Bahasa Indonesia.
Web-based seminars or “webinars” are very useful programs in

Indonesia, being the world’s largest archipelago. They are an excellent
platform for sharing information about study and research in Germany
because participants do not have to travel and can easily follow from their
home screens as long as there is good internet connection. Webinars are
usually live and interactive, which allows participants to listen to the presenter and view the online presentation on their computers without having to
be in DAAD‘s office in Jakarta. We organized 27 webinars on a wide range
Ivan Annusyirvan during the webinar with
Mr. Dennis Bornhof, FaDaF, Nov 2017

of subjects during 2017, 11 of them in cooperation with German universities
promoting themselves in Indonesia.

Facebook and Twitter are also very important social media tools for
sharing information. We have at least one post on Facebook and Twitter
everyday. Our Facebook Fans and Twitter followers have been increasing
daily. Our social media fans are not only from Indonesia, but from across
the globe. By the end of 2017, the number of our Facebook fans had risen
sharply to 20.399 - twíce more than last year, whilen the number of Twitter
followers rose to 4.100. On the 1st of January 2018, we established an
Instagram account. By the end of February, our Instagram followers
already reached 2.856. In cooperation with the Department of Communica-

tion of the DAAD in Bonn, we relaunched a new website with a brand new
Website: www.daad.id

look last June 2017.

Facebook: DAAD Indonesia

Twitter: @daad_indonesia

Instagram: @daad_indonesia
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Picturing Memorable Moments of 2017

"Webinar" is short for web-based seminar. A webinar is a live and interactive seminar that allows you to listen to the
presenter, view the online presentation on your computer screen, and ask questions either through voice or instant messaging. All you need is a computer with a stable internet connection. Our webinars are open for public and free of charge! Please visit https://www.daad.id/en/about-us/news/webinars/ for the online registration.
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Webinar Series ‘Study in Germany’

The webinar series consists of online presentations by 15 German universities and educational institutions followed by

Q&A-sessions. A headset is needed. You can ask questions via chat. The webinar series addresses audiences in South
-East Asia. The webinars are conducted in English. Each day is introduced by an interactive expert talk preceded by a
short presentation on studying in Germany and funding opportunities. After registration you are eligible to take part in all
webinars of the series. You can join the webinars any time.
Below you will find the German institutions and that will participate in this webinar series:

1. Berlin School of Economics and Law
2. Brandenburg University of Technology Cottbus-Senftenberg

3. Hochschule für Technik und Wirtschaft Dresden (HTW) - University of Applied Sciences
4. Hof University of Applied Sciences
5. HTW Saar
6. Jacobs University Bremen
7. Offenburg University
8. Professional Association German as a Foreign and Second Language (FaDaF e.V.)
9. RWTH Aachen University
10. Schmalkalden University of Applied Sciences

11. Technische Universität Dresden
12. Technical University of Munich (Asia campus, TUM Asia)
13. TestDaF-Institut
14. UAS Esslingen - Graduate School
15. University of Konstantz

More Info
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„Study in English - Live in Germany”
International MSc and MBA Programs at Offenburg University
(Germany)
•

MSc in Communication and Media Engineering

•

MSc in Energy Conversion and Management

•

MSc in Process Engineering

•

MSc in Power and Data Engineering

•

MBA in International Business Consulting

Offenburg - the place to realize your ambitions for the future”
Further info: www.hs-offenburg.de/graduate-school

Unsubscribe
If you don‘t wish to receive any
further issues of our newsletter,
please send an email to
media@daadjkt.org with the
subject „unsub“

Editor
Ivan Annusyirvan

Contact
Phone: +62 (21) 520 08 70 /
+62 (21) 525 28 07
Fax: +62 (21) 525 28 22
Mail: info@daadjkt.org

Our consulting hours:
Thursday
13.30 - 16.00 WIB

18 International Graduate & PhD Programs at Technische Universität
Kaiserslautern
TUK is a top-ranked German research-oriented university & offers high-quality (post)
graduate education & (post)doctoral research training in innovative fields of the
HighTechWorld, many of them English-taught.
www.daad.id

Application deadline: April 30 & Oct 31
DAAD Indonesia

More information: www.uni-kl.de/en/international & info@isgs.uni-kl.de

@DAAD_Indonesia
@daad_indonesia
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English-language Bachelor’s Degrees in Germany!
Jacobs University is home to 1400 students from over 100 nations. Our top-ranked majors in engineering, natural and
social sciences, business and psychology are all taught in English. We will conduct personal info session and admission estimation in Jakarta on March 11th, 2018. Participation is free, but places are limited. To learn more about our
availability and register.
Registration: here

Find your MBA, Master or Double Degree in Bremen
The International Graduate Center (IGC), cares for future business leaders. We offer part-time and full-time graduate
programs for students and young professionals around the world. With a rich network of partners in business and science we supply high quality education at a master’s level. Our international and application-oriented degree programs

prepare for leadership tasks and empower students to build successful careers.
More info: https://www.graduatecenter.org/en.html

Study in Germany, Europe’s strongest and most dynamic economy. There you will find a truly international business
school: ESB Business School in Reutlingen. Our students have access to a network of renowned partner companies.
We offer top-ranked undergraduate, graduate and executive programmes in business management and business engineering in German and/or English.
More info: https://www.esb-business-school.de/en/degree-programmes/

